NES GEOGRAPHY REVISION GUIDE
Edexcel A (9 -1)
PAPER 1: The Physical Environment

Remember to use your exercise books and
assessments alongside this guide.
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ROCK
CYCLE
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Geological Variations in the UK:
Upland and Lowland Landscapes

This image cannot currently be displayed.

Uplands
Physical
Processes
create
distinctive
landscapes

NW of UK is mainly
harder, igneous and
metamorphic rocks
creating landscapes.

SE of UK is mainly
softer, sedimentary
rocks creating
lowland landscapes.

Geology (rock type) affects the landscape. In the
NW of the UK the geology is mainly igneous and
created from magma and lava. Many hills and
mountains found here are extinct volcanoes.
Sedimentary rocks are easily eroded and worn
down so low land areas are created.
Plate Tectonics also affects the landscape.
Millions of years ago the UK used to be close to
plate boundaries. When two plates met,
mountain landscapes were created in Scotland,
the Lake District and North Wales.

Lowlands

Upland Areas have been shaped by:
Glacial Erosion – during the last iced age, large glaciers were present in
Northern England and Scotland. As these moved, they changed the shape
of the land and created landforms such as corries and U Shaped Valleys.
Weathering & slope processes – causes rock fragments to break off and
fall down the cliff creating scree slopes.
Climate – high levels of precipitation on mountains (relief rainfall) cause
many streams which erode the land over time.
Lowland Areas have been shaped by:
River Erosion & deposition - meanders migrate across the valley floor and
create a wide valley with flat floodplains on either side of the river. Silt is
deposited when the river floods.

Human
Activity
creates
distinctive
landscapes

Agriculture - sheep farming in upland areas and arable (crop farming) in
fertile lowlands. Forest areas have been cleared and drainage ditches
have been built to support the expansion of farming in the UK. 85% of
South Downs National Park is farmed. Chalk grassland is idea for grazing
of sheep. Deeper soils are used for arable farming.
Forestry – Many UK upland areas have been planted with trees. These are
planted in straight rows to make it easier to harvest for timber. The South
Downs has a widespread mix of deciduous and coniferous woodland
covering 24% of the park.
Settlements – the building of towns and cities have cleared lots of areas
of forest and natural land. 120,000 people live in South Downs. Some
new settlements do not fit in with the character of the National park.
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Physical Processes at work on the coast – Weathering, Mass
Movement, Erosion, Transportation and Deposition

Weathering

Mass Movement
ROCK FALLS
Weathering weakens rocks
at the top of the cliff
These loose rocks fall
under gravity and collect
at the base of the cliff

SLUMPING
Layer of permeable rock at
the top absorbs rainwater
and becomes heavier.
The bottom of the cliff is
eroded by waves.
This causes the cliff to slide
downwards and causes a
curved surface

SLIDING
Similar to slumping but the
movement occurs along a
flat surface.
Large amounts of soil and
rick move down the slope
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EROSION

TRANSPORTATION

DEPOSITION
Deposition occurs when there is not enough
energy to carry the eroded material any further.
This material is then dropped by the sea and
creates landforms such as beaches or spits.
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Factors that determine the
shape of the coastline

1. Geology (rock type)
2. Geological structure (where the rocks are)
3. Wave Type

The type of rock affects the
rate of erosion and the shape
of coastline that is created.
Harder rocks erode more
slowly compared to softer
rocks. Sedimentary rocks are
the softest rocks, especially
young rocks that are closer to
the surface.

Some rocks have joints and faults
in them. This makes them more
vulnerable to erosion.

CONSTRUCTIVE WAVES
Frequency of 6-8 per minute
The rate of coastal erosion and retreat is also affected by the UK’s
weather and climate:
• There are more storms in winter which create more destructive waves.
Therefore more erosion is likely to take place in Winter rather than the
Summer
• The Prevailing wind is the most common wind. In the UK this is from
the South West so more waves will be generated from this direction.

DESTRUCTIVE
Frequency of 13-15 per minute

Constructive waves bring more beach material than
they take away so they build up the beach.
Destructive waves remove beach material and erode
coastal landforms
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Wave Cut notch and
Wave Cut Platform

The cliff is undercut and
unsupported. When the
notch becomes larger, the
weight of the cliff causes it to
collapse

Coastal landforms created by erosion

8

Coastal landforms created by
transportation and deposition

• Sandy beaches are found in
sheltered bays. They are wide
and have gentle slopes
• Pebble beaches are found in
areas where cliff are eroded
and the waves have high
energy. They are steeper.
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Causes and Effects of Coastal Recession & Flooding
Coastal Recession is caused by destructive waves eroding the cliffs, causing the coastline to retreat (move backwards).
Large, powerful waves are created by low pressure systems (storms) and often occur in areas with a large fetch.
Other natural factors affect the amount of erosion – for example, the rock type of an area will determine the rate of erosion.
RISING SEA LEVELS
Climate change causes the ice
sheets to melt and seawater to
expand (thermal expansion). This
causes sea levels to rise.
As well as flooding areas on the
coast, sea level rise increases
erosion because more of the cliff
can be affected by the power of
the waves, this will be particularly
bad for soft rock coastlines.

STORM SURGES
Occur when gale-force winds
drive water towards the coast
which, if added to a high tide, can
increase sea level by 3 metres doe
a short period of time. This can
cause severe flooding and
damage to property on the coast.

GROYNES
Are a hard engineering technique
put in place to stop longshore
drift. This keeps the beach in
place where the groynes are
placed but stops the sediment
moving down the coast. This
leaves other areas with no beach
sediment so the cliffs are exposed
to erosion

DREDGING
Is the removal of sand and gravel
from the sea bed. This is done to
provide sand for beach
replenishment and gravel for
building works.
This makes the sea deeper so
waves can increase in energy and
cause more damage when they
hit the coastline.

EFFECTS OF COASTAL RECESSION &
FLOODING
Insurance companies
Homes will get
destroyed or
dangerously close
to the cliff edges

will not insure the
homes due to high risk
and people will be
unable to sell their
homes.

Coastal towns
depend on the
money generated
from tourism for
jobs and income

Less people may visit
coastal areas due to the
threat of erosion or the
damage to tourist
facilities.

Important
agricultural land
and animal
habitats will be
lost.

Farmers will lose their
income and the
biodiversity of the
coastal areas will
decrease.
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How have human activities affected coastal landscapes?
The building of towns and cities in the coastline of the UK affects the
landscape in many ways, from the visual impact of the settlements to
the impact on wildlife and on the natural processes at work.
Urbanisation and Industry
Urban areas have been developed on the coast for
fishing and trade- this led to the construction of
harbours and larger ports. Wetlands were drained
to ensure settlements were not flooded- this
means birds lost their habitats. When tourist
developments were built on the coast- this also
meant coastal defences were built. This affected
natural processes. For example building groynes
stops longshore drift.
Agriculture
Agricultural areas on the coast are largely
unchanged. However many lowland coastal
landscapes that were originally wetlands have
been drained and used for farming.
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Causes and Effects of Coastal Recession

The Holderness Coast is the fastest
eroding coastline in Europe. It recedes
between 1-2 metres per year.

CAUSES OF COASTAL RECESSION

EFFECTS OF COASTAL RECESSION

The rock type is chalk and soft boulder
clay that erodes rapidly and results in
large landslides (mass movement)

32 villages have been lost to the sea
since Roman times. Many more are
now very close the edge of the coast.
People struggle to insure their homes
and can’t sell them.

Low pressure systems over the North
Sea bring frequent storms and
destructive waves.

Sea level rise and increased coastal
erosion causes farmland to be lost
which causes the farmer to lose
income.
Coastal habitats will be destroyed
leading to a disruption in the food
chain and a reduced wildlife
population

A North Easterly prevailing wind brings
regular waves to the Holderness Coast.
The fetch is relatively large at between
500-700km so waves can be higher
and have more energy.

Many businesses are on the coastline
and a large amount of income is
generated from tourism. If these are
lost to the sea then less tourists will
come and jobs will be lost.

Because of the problems of coastal erosion, defences have been put in place to protect the most important areas
of the Holderness Coast. For example, the gas terminal at Easington is protected by revetments and the popular
tourist town of Withensea is has a sea wall, groynes and rock armour. Other places that are less valuable have12no
protection.

Coastal Defences

Coastal erosion and flooding cause many problems for people but it is not possible to protect every area of the
coast. Instead, decisions are made as to what strategy is best
Type of Engineering Method

Advantages

Disadvantages

Hard
Engineering

Cheaper than other options £5,000 each but can last for 40
years.

They create barriers that can
impede walking on the beach.
They stop LSD which deprives
areas down the coast of sediment
so erosion may increase
elsewhere

Groynes – wooden or
rock structures built
along the beach to
stop LSD

Keep the beach in place by
stopping longshore drift which
promotes tourism
Very effective at stopping the
Sea Wall – concrete
erosion, particularly for areas
walls built in front of
cliffs. Re-curved walls where land value is high (seafront
reflect the waves back towns and businesses)
to sea and don’t allow Creates a walkway for people to
use
the cliff behind to be
They are long lasting
eroded

HARD ENGINEERING:
• Tends to be expensive, short-term
options
• They try to stop natural processes
• They may also have a high impact on the
landscape or environment and be
unsustainable.
SOFT ENGINEERING:
• Often much less expensive than hard
engineering options.
• They try to work with natural processes
• They are usually more long-term
and sustainable, with less impact on the
environment.

Soft Engineering

Expensive – up to £10,000 per
metre & costs to maintain
Can restrict access to the beach
and affect habitats
Some people think they are ugly
and ruin the look of the beach.

Rip Rap/ Rock Armour
– large boulders of
hard rock put at the
foot of the cliff

Cheaper than a sea wall.
Very effective at reducing erosion
as the waves break on the rocks
and not on the cliffs

Can be considered ugly
Rocks have to be transported
from other countries (high costs)
Can cause injury if people climb
on them

Beach Nourishment –
add sand or shingle to
the beach to widen it

Creates a wider beach that is
popular with tourists and means
the waves break on the beach
rather than the cliffs
It looks natural and keeps
ecosystems in place.
Dunes are a natural defence
against flooding and erosion.
They provide an important habitat
for plants and animals.

Access to the beach is restricted
during the replenishment.
A strong storm can remove the
beach material so it needs to be
replaced regularly.

Costs less money as it allows the
natural process of erosion to take
place.
Does not negatively affect
ecosystems

There is no protection for the land
so homes and businesses are lost
to the sea.

Sand Dune
Regeneration – grass
and trees are planted
to keep dunes in
place.
Managed Retreat –
put no coastal
defences in place and
move people and
facilities inland

It is hard to stop tourists from
walking on the sand dunes and
destroying them
This is not as effective as a sea
wall.
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People are forced to move.

KEY CASE STUDY: Dawlish Warren Sand Spit
The sand spit at Dawlish Warren, a seaside resort on the south coast of Devon, is a
coastline of deposition. The spit extends for about 2 km northeastwards, protecting the
Exe Estuary from the open sea.
The Spit has changed size and location over the years and this has been due to different
physical and human processes.

1917

First sea defence built on
the Western side. Granite
Rip Rap was put to protect
the railway line

1938 – 1949

1960s

1940s

Trees were planted to
stabilise the sand dunes to
protect against erosion

High spring tides and storm
surges has reduced the size
and length of the spit

1959

Heavy storms eroded the
sand dunes and threatened
the habitats and tourism
industry

First wooden groynes were
built on the beach to trap
sand to produce a barrier
to erosion

2013 - 2014

Severe storms eroded the
beach and 5m of sand was
taken away by the sea

1970s

Coastal defences built
• 300m sea wall
• 300m gabions
• 18 groynes

The sand spit is very important for people, the environment and the economy so management
has been put in place to reduce erosion and the damage to the spit by storms. It is highly
valuable because:
• It provides a unique habitat for a range of species and was designated a National Nature
Reserve in 2000.
• Fishermen earn an income from fishing for mussels and oysters found behind the spit
• 480,000 tourists are attracted to the area each year
• There are a few houses and businesses built on the spit
• Water-based activities such as sailing and windsurfing take place on the estuary.
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1.7 RIVERS: Know the physical processes which interact to shape river processes. (LINK to COASTS)

1 x Deposition: The dropping of material when the river loses energy.
3 x Weathering :
2 x Mass Movement
A slide happens when a
section of soil or rock
suddenly gives way and
moves down a slope.
The material moves as a
single mass along a
slippery zone. The
slippery zone is often
made up of wet
sediment.

4 x Erosion

Slumps:
Slumps are on
concave slopes and
appear as discrete
block movements

Attrition: rocks hit
each other.

4 x Transport

Abrasion: rocks
scrape the banks and
bed.
Hydraulic Action:
Water Pressure builds
up in gaps
Solution: Rocks are
dissolved.
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1.7b RIVERS: Know the changes along the Long River Profile. CASE STUDY: Burbage Brook
Key Point

Change

Reasons

Channel Shape

The river gets wider and
deeper

Tributaries join the river. More water increases erosion of river bank and sides.

Valley Profile

From a V shape to a U
shape. V

As above. In upper course there is vertical erosion (erode downwards) and in the mid-lower
course there is lateral erosion (erode outwards). Meanders widen the valley.

Gradient

Gets less steep (flattens
out)

The river travels from the hills to the sea. Gravity is the force moving the water. The river
erodes the

Discharge

Increases

Tributaries join the river adding more water.

Velocity

Gets faster

There is less friction slowly the river down because the channel is wider and deeper.

Sediment Size
and shape

Gets smaller and more
rounded

Rocks are eroded by attrition as the rivers further downstream and has more energy.

Bradshaw’s Model
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UK weather and climate and river processes
• The seasonality of the UK’s weather and climate affect the
rate at which rivers can erode.
• In times of storms and heavy rainfall, rivers will contain a
lot of water. This gives them greater erosive power and
landforms such as river cliffs will be attached by the water,
during times of heavy rainfall trees on riverbanks can have
their roots undermined by erosion and mass movement,
eventually causing the bank to collapse.
• Levees are depositional landforms that form when the river
is in flood or during times of heavy rainfall. When droughts
occur river have less water and therefore less power to
erode. In the winter the differences between day and nighttime temperatures can cause freeze-thaw weathering on
riverbanks, possibly causing the banks to collapse.
• The human river landscapes, such as river defences, are in
need of repairing more regularly due to increasing
regularity of storms in the UK. Many urban areas have had
to install defences, causing a change in the river landscapes
on the floodplain.
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1.8a How do erosion and deposition interact with geology (rock types) to create distinctive landforms
in river landscapes?
Upper course Landform created
by erosion = WATERFALL

As the waterfall retreats, over
time, it leaves a gorge.
Hydraulic Action.
Abrasion occurs.

Interlocking Spurs
The river in the upper course is small and has low
energy. It flows around the fingers of land which
stick out. They are called spurs. Where the spurs
from either side of the valley meet, they are
called interlocking spurs.

Key Points
• Soft rock is eroded more quickly.
• Hard rock is more resistant (harder to erode).
• Granite is a hard rock.
• Sedimentary rocks such as limestone are softer and easier to erode.
•

More Water = More Power = More Erosion
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1.8 How do erosion and deposition interact with geology (rock types) to create distinctive landforms in
river landscapes?
Lower course landforms created by erosion
and deposition = MEANDER and OXBOW
LAKE

KEY POINTS
•

When a river FLOODS it slows down.

•

Where the river SLOWS down it has LESS ENERGY.

In a meander, a
• This is when it DEPOSITS material.
river cliff is an
erosional
landform and a • The river deposits the heavier material FIRST.
point bar is a
landform
Point Bar
created by
deposition

Lower course
landforms created
by deposition =
LEVEES and FLOOD
PLAINS.
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Physical and Human Causes
& Effects of Flooding
Physical Causes

Human Causes

Steep Slopes
If slopes have a steep
gradient, surface run off
will flow faster which
means that water will
reach the river quickly and
could overflow.

Urbanisation
Building on the floodplain
covers the surface with
concrete which is
impermeable. This doesn’t
let water infiltrate into the
ground so it has to flow as
surface run off

Confluence
Where two or more rivers
meet, there is a greater
risk of flooding.
Prolonged, heavy rainfall
If heavy rain falls over
several days, the soil
becomes saturated which
means it can’t infiltrate
into the soil so it will flow
as surface run off and
reach the river quickly.

Deforestation
Trees slow down surface
run off and can store
water. This interception is
removed if trees are cut
down so more water flows
more quickly to the river.

Impermeable Rock
Impermeable rock does
not let water infiltrate so
it runs over the surface
rather than through the
soil.

Climate Change
Human activity is
increasing global
temperatures which can
lead to increased storms.

A river floods when too much water gets to the river too
quickly. A short lag time increases the chance of a river
bursting its banks and flooding.

Heavy rainfall
from Dec to Feb

Main roads
were flooded
so people could
not get to work
and boats had
to deliver food

Human activities and land use change affects river processes. E.g. converting natural land to urban areas and cutting
down trees to create farmland will increase the risk of flooding. Farming and industry also uses large volumes of water
so they can reduce the amount of discharge. Industry can also pollute rivers.
Weather and climate also affects river processes. Wetter weather increases discharge so more erosion can take
place. Hotter weather increases evaporation so there is less water in the river. Long periods of hoy, dry weather can
bake the soil and stop infiltration. Warmer weather after snow, melts the snow and can cause flooding.

Flooding on
the Somerset
Levels 20132014

600 houses
flooded so people
were made
homeless

11,500 hectares of
farmland was flooded
leading to crops dying and
the land being unusable
for 2 years
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Flood Defences
What is it?
Embankments / Levees
Raised sides are created
on both sides of the river.

Hard Engineering
stops natural
processes-it tries to
stop the river from
flooding

Flood walls
Channelisation

Dams and
reservoirs

Washlands

Soft Engineering
works with natural
processes-sometimes
letting the river flood
or reducing the risk
naturally

The river is made
straight and lined
with concrete to
increase the speed
A concrete wall is
built across the river
channel and a lake is
created behind

Advantages
These increase the capacity of the
river so they are less likely to flood.
They protect land on the other side
from flooding.
They look quite natural.
Water is taken more quickly away
from important areas such as the
centre of towns and cities so flood
risk is reduced.

Disadvantages
They are expensive and take up land.
By preventing flooding then stop
fertile silt being deposited on the
floodplains.
They could burst under too much
water
It is expensive and can alter the
ecosystem and affect habitats.
It increases the risk of flooding
further downstream.

They are long lasting
They are very expensive and flood
They can also produce HEP and store valuable farmland or people’s homes.
They can affect the migration of river
water for when it is needed.
fish species.
Allows humans to control the flow.

Looks natural and allows natural
Areas next to the
processes to occur so the
river are allowed to
environment is not affected.
flood
Water is allowed to slowly soak into
the ground to replenish groundwater.
Flood Plain Zoning
Open spaces close to the river are
Land around the river used as playing fields and animal
is divided into high
grazing so there is less economic
value and low value, impact in the case of the flood. Land
high risk and low risk.
of economic value (homes and
businesses) are built in low risk areas

Use of the land is limited so there is
less land available for farming and to
build new housing. Some people see
this as a waste of land that could be
used to better the economy.
Flood plains are attractive places to
build and by not allowing anything to
be built the economy may be
affected. This can push up land prices
elsewhere.
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The River Dee: Human and
physical processes
The River Dee and it’s surrounding landscape is constantly changing
due to a variety of physical and human processes. It is also an
important resource for people and the environment.
Resources of the River Dee and it’s surrounding landscape
•
Provides water for 3 million people
•
Supports important habitats for rare species such as the
water vole and otter
•
Commercial and recreational fishing takes place here
•
Sheep farming and forestry are key industries in the upper
valley and dairy and crop farming provide a large amount of
income in the lower valley
•
There is a growing population in the catchment so a need
for more houses to be built.

The Environment Agency has predicted an increase in flood
risk in the Dee Catchment in the future, especially affecting
the city of Chester. This is likely to be caused by:
– Increasing population so more people live closer to
the river and are at risk
– Urbanisation increases impermeable surfaces
which increases surface run off and reduces lag
time.
– Climate change may lead to a 20% increase in river
flow and a 1 metre sea level rise.

Physical Factors changing the
river

Human Factors changing the
river

In periods of drought, river flow
is much lower.

In the 1servoirs 960s, reservoirs
were built to store water during
the winter months to then be
used in the summer when the
Dee’s flow is reduced. These
reservoirs control the flow and
reduce discharge. An example of
this is Llyn Brenig which can
hold 60million cubic metres.

In some seasons, heavy rainfall
increases discharge and causes
high river flows so more erosion
and transportation occurs.
Future climate change could
increase the flood risk of the
Dee catchment area. Sea level
rise may flood the
estuary/mouth and coastal
landscapes will replace
freshwater marshes.

In the middle course, near
Bangor-on-Dee, embankments
have been built to defend
against floods and protect
farmland and homes.
Between 1972 and 1976, 8km of
the river between Chester Weir
and the estuary was channelised
to improve navigation and allow
ships to travel through. 22

Global Atmospheric Circulation
•
•
•
•

Wind circulations across the Earth transfer heat from tropical to polar
latitudes
In each hemisphere there are three cells (Hadley cell, Ferrel cell and
Polar cell) in which air circulates through the entire depth of the
troposphere.
The troposphere is the name given to the part of the atmosphere from
the surface, right up 15km high. It is the part of the atmosphere where
most of the weather takes place.
The Coriolis effect also affects wind direction. As the air moves, the
rotation of the earth means air is deflected to the right in the northern
hemisphere and to the south left in the southern hemisphere.

Global Oceanic Circulation
The oceans also redistribute heat around the
earth. These can either be surface currents or deep
currents and can bring warm or cold temperatures
to different areas.
The North Atlantic Drift transfers warm less salty
and less dense water from the equator to the
poles. It travels as surface water. When it reaches
the Poles, the water is colder, becomes denser.
This then causes it to sink and it returns to the
equator to be warmed again. The warm North
Atlantic Drift is responsible for moderating the
climate of western Europe, so winters are less cold
than other places on the same latitude.

The Hadley Cell is a key cause of the global
distribution of Tropical Rainforests along the
equator and dry/arid regions along the Topics.
At the equator the sun is concentrated. As air is
heated, it rises (creating low pressure) then cools
and condenses to form clouds. This is why frequent
and heavy rain occurs.
This air then sinks at the Tropics (creating an area
of high pressure). Because air is sinking, no clouds
can form so very little rain can occur here. 23

Climate Change over time

How has the climate of the UK
changed over time?

How has the Earth’s climate
changed over time?

The climate of the UK has changed over the past
1000 years with two significant periods where
temperature was different to what we typically
experience now.

The graph shows how
global temperatures have
changed over a long time
period, known as the
quaternary period.
As the graph shows, there
have been a series of
interglacial (warm
periods) and 4 Ice Ages.
We are currently in a fifth
interglacial period.
These changes are down
to natural causes rather
than humans due to a lack
of human population and
industrial activity until
more recent history.

Medieval Warm Period
•
•

•

•

•

Occurred between 950 and
1100.
Temperatures in the UK were
warmer so grape vines grew
as far north as York.
Crop yields in the UK
increased due to longer
growing seasons.
Elsewhere, less sea ice meant
it was easier for boats to
travel.
This increase in temperature
has been put down to more
sun spot activity.

The Little Ice Age
•
•

•
•

Occurred between 1600 and
1850
Temperatures were cold
enough for the River Thames
to freeze and people held
frost fairs on it.
Crops failed, food prices rose
and people died of starvation
It is thought this decrease in
temperature was down to
volcanic eruptions and less
sunspots.
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Natural Causes of Climate Change
MILANKOVITCH CYCLES
Over a period of 100,000 years the Earth’s orbit changes from a circle
to an ellipse. This means that at times the earth is closer to the sun
and at other times it is further away.
When the earth was further away from the sun, there was an Ice
Age/glacial period.
VOLCANIC ERUPTION THEORY
If there is a large enough volcanic eruption, large quantities of ash
can get into the upper atmosphere. This does not allow as much
solar radiation through and can lead to global cooling. For example,
the eruption of Mount Pinatubo in 1991 reduced global
temperatures by 0.5°C for 1 year.

More Sunspots = more heat
Less sunspots = less heat

SUNSPOT THEORY/VARIATIONS IN SOLAR OUTPUT
The heat from the sun is not always the same. Sunspots are dark
areas on the surface of the sun. At times there are more sunspots
and this means the sun emits more heat and the earth warms. Less
sunspots means that there is less heat being emitted so the earth has
cooler temperatures. A reduction in sunspots has been blamed for
the little Ice Age that affected Europe in Victorian times
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Evidence of Past Climate Change
PAINTINGS/BOOKS (HISTORICAL SOURCES)

ICE CORES
Cylinders of ice can be taken from ice sheets in
Antarctica and tested.
Air bubbles trapped in the layers of ice show
what the atmosphere was like in the past.
Higher levels of CO2 in the layers indicates
warmer, interglacial periods.

Ice core data from Antarctica
provides evidence for past cliamte
change from the last 400,000 years.
It shows that we have had 4 ice ages
in this time and we are currently in
the 4th inter-glacial period.

TREE RINGS
Each year, trees add a layer of growth between the older
wood and the bark. The width of the layer varies depending
on how much it has grown in that year. A wider tree ring
shows a warmer climate and higher levels of CO2 whereas a
thinner ring shows a cooler climate. Trees found in the roofs
of old house show narrow rings that date to the Little Ice Age
in the Victorian era.

Paintings from past time periods show different climates. For
example, paintings from Victorian England show Frost Fairs being
held on the River Thames during the Little Ice Age. Temperatures
today do not fall low enough for the Thames to Freeze. The Charles
Dicken’s Novel – A Christmas Carol, describes a
much harsher winter than we experience now.

FOSSILS
Fossils have been found of megafauna. These were large
mammals such as Woolly Mammoths who were adapted to
much colder conditions than the present day and existed
during the last Ice Age.

POLLEN RECORDS
Fossilised remains of plants and pollen have been
found that no longer grow and survive in that area.
This shows that the climate must have been
different for these to grow. For example the
remains of tropical plants have been found in
the UK that would not
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HUMAN Causes of Climate Change

The greenhouse effect is natural. There is a layer of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere
that traps some of the sun’s solar radiation and keeps the earth warm enough to support
life. Without this layer, the average temperature on earth would be -18°C.
However, humans activities are producing more greenhouse gases in the atmosphere
and causing the ENHANCED GREENHOUSE EFFECT.

Cows produce methane.
Because of an increase in
demand for beef, there are
more cows being bred to
meet demand.

Carbon Dioxide emissions from
transport, caused by the burning
of fossil fuels. As countries get
wealthier car ownership increases
and more goods are exported by
air and boat.

The demand for electricity is growing
across the world. Most energy is still
produce d from burning fossil fuels.
This produces carbon dioxide and
nitrous oxide.

The enhanced greenhouse effect makes the layer
of gases more effective so more heat gets trapped
and global temperatures increase.

As rubbish decomposes in
landfiill site, methane
27 is
released.

Negative effects of Climate Change Bangladesh

Warmer temperatures causes glaciers
to melt (retreat). Without these glaciers
in the Himalayas, the rivers that provide
Bangladesh with vital water supplies.

Increased temperatures lead to more
evaporation. This dries up the rivers
and lakes, reducing water supplies. It
also dries the land and can lead to soil
erosion. This makes farming difficult
and cause crops to die.

Bangladesh already experiences regular
tropical storms. As climate change increases
the temperature of the oceans, they are
expected to occur more frequently and be
stronger. This will cause damage to people
and property.

Because Bangladesh is a poor country,
it cannot afford coastal defences to
protect against sea level rise.
Most people in Bangladesh are
subsistence farmers. Climate change
will cause crop failure so food prices
will rise and people may die of
starvation.

Bangladesh is a low-lying country and
80% of the land is less than a metre
above sea level. Climate change will
melt the ice caps and cause sea level
rise. This will lead to land in Bangladesh
being flooded and destroy farmland.
The sea water also makes the soil salty
so crops can’t grow – this reduces crop
yields.
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Negative effects of Climate Change

UNITED
KINGDOM

As the oceans warm up, cod in the
North Sea will migrate (move) north
to colder waters around the Arctic.
This will affect the food chains and
may lead to fishermen losing their
jobs.

Arctic plants in Scotland may
become extinct as the climate
warms.

Growing seasons will increase
across the UK, increasing food
supply.

Climate change will increase the
number of storms coming in from
the North Sea which will increase
erosion on the Norfolk coast. This
will threaten homes on the
seafront and animal habitats.

NORTH
SEA

The South of the UK will get warmer
which means tropical diseases such
as malaria may begin to affect
people

Sea levels could rise by over 80cm in
the south-east threatening low lying
coastal areas such as London with
flooding.

Remember, you need to be able to name, describe and explain a range of effects on

people and the environment.
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Climate of the UK

The UK has a mild climate with no extremes of temperature &
rainfall throughout the year. Generally temperatures range from
3c to 18c.

Temperature
Variations in the UK

On average the south of the UK is warmer than the
north of the UK. This is because the south of the UK is
closer the equator. The sun is concentrated at the
equator so temperature decreases the further you get
away from the equator line.

Altitude (height of land above sea level) also affects
temperature with 1°C decrease for every 100m in
height. This means that areas with higher land will
experience cooler temperatures compared with
lowland areas.

Rainfall
Variations in the
UK
It is wetter in the west
than in the east due to the
prevailing wind from the
southwest bringing
moisture from the Atlantic
Ocean and the mountain
ranges forcing air to rise,
condense and form clouds
(relief rainfall). The east of
the UK is in the rain
shadow so receives less
precipitation.
The North Atlantic Drift is a
warm ocean current that
starts off the coast of Mexico.
It travels across the Atlantic
and keeps our climate mild.
Without it, we could be as
cold as Canada as we are the
same distance away from the
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equator.

Climate of the UK- Changes over time
The climate that the UK has experienced over the past 1000 years has
changed considerably.
Between 1300 and 1900 AD there
Between AD 800 and 1300, known as the
medieval warm period, the UK experienced a
warm period with temperatures around 1
degree warmer than the average. This is
known because there are records of vineyards
in Yorkshire.

was a period known as the ‘Little Ice
Age’. Temperatures were about 1
degree cooler than present for most
of Europe. The River Thames froze
and ice fairs were held. In Scotland
the harvest failed seven times
causing widespread famine.
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Climate of the UK

The UK has a temperate maritime climate because it is close to
the sea. Moist air from the water warms the UK in the winter &
cools it in the summer. It also brings year round rain.

Air masses have a big influence on our
temperature, precipitation, wind and cloud
cover. The polar front is the boundary
between cold polar air to the north &
warmer tropical air to the south. Its position
over the UK moves and affects which air
mass sits over the UK.
The weather we experience is largely down
to the air mass that is sitting above us and
where it has come from.

Because of the meeting of
these air masses, frontal
rainfall is common.

Maritime – air mass has come from above the sea = wet weather
Continental – air mass has come from over land = dry weather
Polar/Arctic – air mass has come from cold areas = cold weather
Tropical – air mass has come from the tropics = warm weather
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Tropical Storms: Formation, characteristics & distribution
Topical Storms have a specific
distribution, they are not
found everywhere.
They form over the oceans on
either side of the equator.
They do not form on the
equator.
They form between the
tropics where sea
temperatures are above 27°C

Tropical Cyclone form over warm oceans then move in the direction
of the local prevailing winds. The track or path of the storm affects
how strong it becomes. If it travels over the ocean for longer it gains
more energy. When it travels over land it loses energy quickly and
will eventually die out

The global atmospheric circulation has an impact
on the formation of tropical storms as the Coriolis
Effect is needed to cause the storm to rotate.
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Tropical Storms: Weather Hazards

Tropical storms bring with them a number
of natural weather hazards, all of which
can cause significant damage to people,
the economy and the environment.

Tropical storms are measured
by the Saffir-Simpson Scale. By
measuring the wind speed and
storm surge height, the
category of the storm can be
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calculated.

Impacts of and Responses to Tropical Cyclones
Tropical Cyclone in a Developed Country:
Hurricane Michael
Background Information:
•
Michael made landfall as a high-end Category 4 hurricane, with maximum
wind speeds of 155mph on October 10, 2018.
•
Affected the Florida Panhandle most significantly
Social Impacts:
•
23 people were killed by the hurricane in Florida, a further 12 were killed
across the other affected states.
•
1.2 million people were without electricity for a while following the
hurricane event.
•
In Mexico Beach, many homes were flattened or swept away by the storm
surge and the highway was blocked by debris.
•
Public schools were closed
Economic Impacts:
•
3 million acres of timber was damaged or destroyed, costing the timber
industry an estimated $1.3 billion.
•
Public Schools were damaged and are unable to reopen to students until
rebuilding takes place
•
Initial reports suggested that 90% of the cotton crop and 40 of the Peanut
Crop in Florida was destroyed, causing farmers a significant loss of income
and could lead to a loss of jobs.
Environmental Impacts:
•
Raw sewage spilled into local rivers which could cause toxic algae and
devastate river habitats and food chains.
Responses:
•
Prior to the hurricane making landfall, 375,000 people were asked to
evacuate the areas in the predicted path of Hurricane Michael.
•
The Florida State Hospital was unreachable by road, so aid was dropped by
helicopter
•
The Governor Rick Scott declared a State of Emergency so that financial
assistance could be given and the National Guard mobilised to help.
•
FEMA and the National Guard assisted in clearing debris from roads so
medical help could reach affected areas.
The American Red Cross provided hot food, water and counselling to
•
affected residents

Tropical Cyclone in a Developing Country: Typhoon Haiyan, Philippines.
Background Information:
•
Category 5 storm hit in November 2013
•
High winds and heavy rain caused severe flooding and 6m high storm surges.
Social Impacts:
•
6,340 people died and 28,000 were injured
•
After the hurricane, water was contaminated so people caught diseases and
illnesses such as diarrhoea.
•
2.5 million people needed food aid as the typhoon destroyed crops.
Economic Impacts:
•
Estimated cost of damage was $4.55 billion
•
Crops were destroyed so farmers were unable to sell their food crops.
Environmental Impacts:
•
Trees were uprooted and forest habitats were destroyed.
•
Water was contaminated, affecting freshwater animal species.
Responses:
•
Many people ignored the order to evacuate the area and the government
was criticised for a slow response
•
International aid was given. The UK sent 18 doctors, food, blankets and tents
and donated £60 million.
•
NGOs like World Vision and the Red Cross gave money and sent volunteers
to help
•
The aid that was sent struggled to reach the worst hit areas due to damaged
roads and poor communication.
•
Deforestation had reduced protection from storm
surges so now mangrove forests are being replanted
on the coast to protect in the future.

Why did more people die in Haiyan than Michael?
Why are the responses different in both countries?

Arid Environments

Global Atmospheric Circulation and Drought
Global Circulation makes some areas more prone to
drought – where air sinks there is little precipitation.
REMEMBER
Rising air → cools & condenses → clouds form →
precipitation (low pressure area – equator)
Sinking air → no clouds form → no rain (high pressure
area – 30°N and 30°S)

Location of Arid Environments

BUT- the global winds are shifting- the jet stream has
moved towards the poles and the tropical belt has
widened since the 1970s. This means that the arid areas
of the world are changing!

Arid environments are found between 20
degrees and 50 degrees latitude. They are
found in two bands across the Tropic of
Cancer and the Tropic of Capricorn
Characteristics of Arid Environments
Arid environments receive low amounts of
rainfall- 0-250mm rainfall/ year and suffer
frequent droughts.
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What are the causes of drought?
Causes = why does it happen
Causes can be meteorological (to do with
the weather of an area), hydrological (when
a decrease in precipitation can have an
impact on reservoirs, lakes and ground
water) and human (created by human
activities)

Impacts = what problems are
caused

Deforestation – if
trees are removed,
there is less
evapotranspiration
(trees give out water
vapour) so there is
less condensation
and less precipitation

Climate Change – As
global temperatures
increase, there is
more evaporation so
water stores dry up
and less water is
available

Reduced
Precipitation/unreliable
rainfall – climate change is
expected to make already
arid areas drier.
4. Increased population &
Dam building.
More water is used.
Dams restrict water flow
downstream

What are the impacts of drought?
Why are droughts hazardous?

5. Over-reliance on
groundwater from agriculture
Irrigation increases to water
crops in times of drought so
surface store run out. Farmers
start to use groundwater
instead

1. People are forced to migrate
to find clean water / food supply.
People may also migrate due to
losing jobs in fishing or farming

2. Soil become dry and cracked and
plants die due to alack of water. This
reduces biodiversity, affects the
food chain and reduces income for
farmers.
3. Drought causes crops to fail so
food prices rise. Poor people
may starve due to not being able
to afford these price increases
4. Low supply may force people to walk
further for water and drink water that
is contaminated. This can cause the
spread of diseases such as cholera and
typhoid leading to ill health and death.
5. Freshwater stores dry up so
habitats are lost or damaged,
food chains are affected and
some species will die out.
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Impacts of and Responses to Drought
Drought in a Developed Country: California, USA - 2014
Causes of drought
•
California suffers from frequent drought
•
Reduced rainfall in recent years has reduced the water available.
•
Seasonal shortages mean that water has to be stored for use at other times but high
temperatures leads to high rates of evaporation so rivers and lakes can dry up.
•
California relies on water from the Colorado river but other states rely on this water
too. California also pumps water from aquifers underneath the ground.
Social Impacts:
•
17,100 farmers lost their jobs due to crop failures and reduced areas being farmed
•
Increase in wildfires destroys homes and risks lives.
•
Increased cost of food and electricity can reduce people’s disposable income, some
may not be able to afford it.
Economic Impacts:
•
Over-abstraction of water from aquifers is causing land subsidence (the land to
sink). Some parts of the Central Valley have subsided by 60cm causing damage to
buildings and infrastructure.
•
Californian farms lost US$1.8 billion due to crop failures
•
If reservoir levels fall, less hydro-electric power can be produced which means
electricity prices rise.
Environmental Impacts:
•
Over pumping of water from aquifers causes the water table to drop. Sea water can
then get into the aquifer and cause salt water intrusion, making the freshwater
saline.
•
Water being diverted from rivers and lakes for human use, reduces their levels and
can negatively impact freshwater ecosystems and animal habitats.
•
Drought leads to dry forests. This means that wildfires are more frequent, spread
more quickly and cause more damage to the environment.
Responses:
•
The government has given relief funds totalling over $900million
•
The government placed a mandatory cut of 25% on domestic and industrial uses of
water, forcing people and businesses to use less or risk a fine.
•
Fish rescues – where species are endangered by lower river levels, fish can be
caught and transported to other areas. E.g. Chinook Salmon were caught and taken
by truck to San Pablo Bay where they were released.
•
Residents can be fined $500 for watering their gardens more than two times a week
Restaurants are not allowed to put water on tables unless customers ask and hotels
•
must encourage guests to reuse linen and towels.

Drought in a Developing Country: Namibia - 2013
Causes of Drought
•
Namibia lies on the Tropic of Capricorn, at 23.5⁰ south of the equator, here air
sinks causing high pressure and few clouds to form.
•
Climate change is causing increased temperatures and irregular precipitation.
•
The 2013 drought was the worst drought in 30 years
Social Impacts:
•
One in three people were at risk of malnutrition
•
42% less crops were grown that year due to the other crops failing because of a
lack of water – people lost income and struggled to find enough food.
•
People left their homes and farms and travelled to towns and cities in search of
work and food.
•
Wells dried up so crops could not be irrigated
•
Livestock died due to a lack of water and grazing land
Economic Impacts:
•
Crop failures led to a loss of income for farmers
Environmental Impacts:
•
Grassland areas became lifeless and only drought resistant crops could grow
•
Desertification has turned grassy areas into desert.
Responses:
•
The President requested $1million of international aid from developed
countries.
•
The government subsidised the cost of transporting livestock to areas where
there was grazing land available
•
Many farmers have sold their livestock or have moved from their homes in
search of grazing land.
•
People have migrated to towns and cities in search of work.
•
UNICEF gave US$7million to help, Algeria donated US$1million in food aid.
•
Church Charities provided food and clean water to some communities.

Why are the impacts worse in Namibia than California?
Why are the responses different in both countries?

LARGE SCALE ECOSYSTEMS

The World’s large-scale
ecosystems (or biomes)
have a specific
distribution, mainly
linked to climate. Specific
flora (vegetation) and
fauna (animals) are
found in each one.

TUNDRA
BOREAL/CONIFEROUS FOREST
TEMPERATE/DECIDUOUS FOREST

DESERT
TROPICAL RAINFOREST
GRASSLANDS

You need to know the
distribution of the largescale ecosystems (where
they are) and their
characteristics (what
they are like)

TUNDRA

A cold landscape with little precipitation. Temperatures are below 0°C all year round. The ground is frozen all year
round, which means little vegetation can grow. Countries: Canada and Norway.

Short grasses and mosses
Arctic Fox

TEMPERATE /
DECIDUOUS FOREST

Has 4 seasons, with changing temperatures but consistent rainfall all year round (1000mm per year). Trees lose their
leaves once a year. Countries: UK and USA.

Oak, beech and birch trees
Squirrels, Foxes, bluebirds

DESERT

Less than 250mm of rainfall per year. Very hot temperatures during the day (higher than 30°C) but drops to freezing at
night. Found around the tropics Countries: Somalia and Australia.

Cacti
Scorpions, Dung Beetles

TROPICAL
RAINFOREST

Found close to the equator. Consistently high temperatures throughout the year (between 27 - 30°C ). Average annual
precipitation of 2000 – 3000mm.
Countries: Brazil and Indonesia.

High biodiversity
Broadleaved trees
Tapirs, monkeys, tree frogs

BOREAL /
CONIFEROUS FOREST

Found between deciduous forest and tundra areas. Has long cold winters and mild summers. Countries: Canada and
Russia.

Trees with needles such as
pine. Brown Bears,

SAVANNA
GRASSLANDS

Flat areas of grassland found between deserts and rainforest. Has a specific annual rainy season and dry season.
Countries: Argentina and Kenya.

Tall grasslands with few
trees. Lions, elephants etc.
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Explaining Ecosystem Distribution
Role of ALTITUDE (height above
sea level)

•

•

•

Temperature decreases with height,
falling 1°C for every 100metres above
sea level.
This means that a mountainous area
can have several biomes in one place
as different plants and animals are
adapted to survive at different
temperatures.
Deciduous forests at the base of a
mountain can turn to coniferous forest
and then ice and snow as you go up.

Why do we find
them where we
do?

Role of SOILS:

Fertile soil is needed for
plant growth so this will be
restricted in places where
the soil is frozen (tundra) or
shallow (mountains) or of
poor quality (deserts)

Role of Climate- influenced by LATITUDE
(distance from equator)
•

•

Air sinks = high
pressure = no rain
Air rises = low
pressure = rain

The sun is concentrated at the
equator so the biomes found
here are hot. Biomes found
further away from the equator
are colder as the sun’s rays are
more spread out (e.g. the
North and South Pole).
Warmer temperatures mean
more plants can grow and
more animals can survive
there.
Distance from the equator
also affects precipitation.
Rising air at the equator
causes condensation and rain
so we get tropical rainforests
here.

Air sinks = high
pressure = no rain Temperature and precipitation are

the key factors in plant growth and
therefore determining what plants
and animals can live in different
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biomes

Goods & Services of the Biosphere
The Biosphere is the area of the planet made up of living things (plants and animals)
It provides many important resources for people but humans are exploiting it and causing damage. Humans exploit the biosphere
for energy, water and mineral resources.
Energy- oil is extracted from the ground and used for power and coal is mined.
Water- - water is used in homes (domestic use) as well as for irrigation (watering crops) and as means of transport.
Minerals like gold and silver are used for jewellery and to make things like cars!

The biosphere provides GOODS and SERVICES
Goods – products and items sourced from the
rainforest for survival or to sell.

Services – measures the rainforest takes to help
us and the planet

If you can take it out of the forest in a
carrier bag, it is a good. E.g. timber,
plants for medicine, food.
If you can’t get it into a bag, then it’s a
service. E.g. habitat for animals,
tourism/recreation, recycling CO2 into
O2.
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The UK’s main Terrestrial Ecosystems
MOORLANDS
Distribution- Found in highland areas with heavy rainfall.
Examples-Cairngorms in Scotland, North Yorkshire, the Pennines
Moorlands have been created by people. The hills used to be covered in
trees and shrubs but the moorland ecosystem has developed through
grazing the land with sheep and managing it for grouse shooting. In many
areas the moors are burnt to control the growth of plants.

HEATHS
Distribution: Much of lowland UK has heaths
Examples: found in Cornwall, Devon and Dorset, at Cannock Chase in
Staffordshire and the Gower Peninsula in Wales
Heathlands have dry sandy soils. The sandy soil is free draining, acidic and
has few plant nutrients. In the past heathlands were used for sheep
grazing and building materials.

Plants: Soils are acidic so only certain plants can survive, such as as bell
heather and bracken.
Animals: Red Deer, foxes, buzzards and grouse.

Plants: small shrubs- heather and gorse, but trees such as silver birch will
colonise the area if they are not controlled.
Animals- rabbits, hares, nightjar and skylark

WOODLANDS
Distribution- In England, Wales and Northern Ireland, native trees are
broad leaved, deciduous trees such as oak and ash. In Scotland, the native
tree is Scots Pine. There are plantations of non-native conifers in many
upland areas, such as the Lake District

WETLANDS
Distribution: Wetlands in the UK range from ponds and streams to rivers
like the Severn and areas like the Norfolk Broads.

Trees are the dominant plant. Broad leaved trees tend to be deciduous,
which means they lose leaves in autumn and regrow them each spring.
Plants: Trees. As well as this, mosses and lichens grow under the canopy,
as well as bluebells and ferns.
Animals: roe deer, badger, Sparrow Hawk and Tawny Owl

Most of the UK’s wetlands have been drained to make space for farming
land. Wetlands have very high levels of biodiversity.
Plants: Reeds and bulrush grow along the sides of the streams
Animals: Otters, Mallard and Teal
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The UK’s marine Ecosystems
The UK has a large amount of marine (ocean) ecosystems and it
provides us with many benefits. But as humans use these
ecosystems, damage can be done to them.

HUMAN ACTIVITIES
Overfishing

Larger boats now catch more fish, this has led to a
decrease in some species such as cod as more are
being taken out than can breed. The nets from boats
can also damage the sea floor and fish habitats.

Tourism
- 200,000 jobs
created
- contributes £3
billion to economy

Sewage disposal

Run off of sewage or fertiliser from farming can
pollute the water and cause fish and other species to
die out. This can affect food chains.
Energy (WIND)
- Offshore wind farms
are being built off the
UK coastline

Benefits of
Marine
Ecosystems

Wind farms
Fishing
- Supports 26,000
jobs

Can affect bird migration routes and kills some birds
as they fly too close. The noise they make might also
disturb wildlife.

Building on the coast
Energy - OIL
- oil reserves are
found in the North
Sea which earns
money for the
economy

As more people want to visit and live at the coast,
natural land is cleared for houses, shops and hotels.
This damages animal habitats and can increase the
amount of sewage and rubbish that gets into the sea.
The Firth of Cycle, Scotland suffered so much damage that
the sea bed looked as lifeless as the surface of the moon. A
No Take Zone was set up to prevent any more damage and
allow the ecosystem time to recover. The No Take Zone
was effective- numbers and sizes of fish in the area
increased considerably.
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Nutrient Cycle
BIOTIC – the living parts of an ecosystem (plants, animals,
humans)
ABIOTIC – the parts of the ecosystem that are not living but
essential to life (climate, water, air, sunlight, soil)
The biotic and abiotic characteristics of ecosystems
are interdependent- this means that they all rely on
each other for survival. For example the animals rely
on the plants for food and the plants rely on the
sunlight and water for energy and growth.

In the rainforest, due to the higher temperatures and
humidity, litter is decomposed at a faster rate so the
litter store is smaller. Due to the higher amount of
biomass in rainforests, less nutrients are stored in the
soil as they are taken up quickly by the plants and trees.
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REMEMBER: Rainforests have high biodiversity and Deciduous Forests have moderate biodiversity

Goods and Services Provided by Tropical Rainforests and Deciduous Woodlands
The Tropical Rainforest

The Deciduous Woodland

Goods
• Medicine- 120 prescription medicines sold globally are
derived directly from rainforest plants.
• Food- Bananas- worth US$5 billion, Palm Oil is used
globally in food.
• Timber- wood from trees such as mahogany and teak is
used for flooring and furniture

Goods
• Timber is used in the construction industry and to make
furniture.
• Fuel- timber is used in wood burning stoves and in
power stations.

Services
• Recreation- the rainforest provides many opportunities
for recreation such as nature trails and ecotourism.
• Maintaining biodiversity- TRFs are the most biodiverse
ecosystems on earth!
• Climate change buffering- plants soak up carbon dioxide
from the atmosphere. The Amazon rainforest soaks up 2
billion tonnes of carbon dioxide per year.
• For the indigenous people of the rainforest, the forest is
their home.

Services
• Conservation
• Recreation- there are many activities such as horse
riding, cycling, walking and running that take part in
woodlands- think about Wyre Forest!
• Carbon Capture- trees store a lot of carbon- the UK’s
woodland captured 1 million tonnes of carbon from the
atmosphere each year!
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Impact of Climate Change on the TRF and the DF
The Tropical Rainforest (TRF)– evidence suggests that
increasing global temperatures is making the rainforest drier
and hotter. This threatens its structure, functioning and
biodiversity.

The Deciduous Forest– Rising temperatures, drier conditions
and milder winters are expected to change the deciduous
woodland.

STRUCTURE:
• TRF may become Dry Seasonal Forest
• Trees may drop their leaves rather than staying evergreen.
• Drier conditions will slow down the rates of
decomposition so the biomass store will be reduced.
FUNCTION:
• Less vegetation cover will mean rain hits the forest floor
and increases surface run off which will cause soil erosion
• Less forest = less evapotranspiration = less precipitation
• Drier forest emits more CO2 so this greenhouse gas is
added to the atmosphere rather than taken out.
BIODIVERSITY:
• Less rainfall would also reduce biodiversity of the
rainforest as existing animals are not adapted to cope.
• New species will be suited to the new climate which will
affect food webs.

STRUCTURE:
• Increases risk of forest fires due to drier conditions which
would damage plant and animal habitats.

Tropical Rainforest

Dry Seasonal Forest

FUNCTION:
• Periods of drought would make deciduous trees more
vulnerable to disease so they could die out.
BIODIVERSITY:
• Milder winters mean pests survive for longer which could
cause some species to decline in number.
• Seed germination is triggered by cold temperatures, if
temperatures remain mild this would not happen.
• Many species will not be able to migrate or adapt quickly
enough so they will die out and reduce biodiversity.
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DEFORESTATION in the TRF and the DF
There are a number of economic & social causes…
Causes of Deforestation in the Tropical Rainforest

Causes of Deforestation in the Deciduous Forest
In the UK, only 5% of the original woodland remained after the
First World War. Since then, areas have been replanted so the
amount of woodland now stands at 13%.

Timber extraction – loggers deforest
area to sell the timber to earn an
income and provide building materials
for new homes.

Slash & Burn Agriculture – fires are set
to clear the land to make space for
farming. The land becomes infertile
quickly so new areas are burnt

Timber Extraction
Deciduous trees have been replaced by plantations of coniferous
woodland– they grow faster and are easier to manage so more
money can be made. BUT this leads to reduced biodiversity.
Agricultural Change
Land has been cleared for agriculture & agricultural pollution is a
threat – pesticides and herbicides are sprayed on crops to control
weeds but these can affect the trees and wildlife species.

Cattle Ranching – large areas are
cleared to make space. The demand
for beef has increased so farmers earn
money from breeding cows.

Road Building– roads are built through
the forest to allow mining, new
settlements to be built and quicker
transport routes.

Many areas of tropical rainforest are found in developing countries
which means there is greater pressure to use the rainforest resources to
generate money. For example, Brazil is in debt so people want to use the
Amazon Rainforest to improve the economy and help pay off debts.
Money can then be used to develop the country.

Urbanisation and Population Growth
UK’s population has increased over the last 50 years from 52
million in 1960 to 64 million in 2013 – land has been cleared to
make way for new housing and new road infrastructure. Some
forests are currently protected by law but this could change if the
pressure increases.
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Plant and Animal Adaptations of the Tropical Rainforest
PLANTS
ANIMALS
Some plants have large, green
leaves to trap as much
sunlight as possible to
produce food through
photosynthesis

Spider Monkeys have strong limbs,
hooked fingers and a tail that they
use as an extra limb. This allows
them to move through the trees
easily and quickly so they can
escape from predators.

Some leaves have a point at the end,
these are called drip tips. This
means heavy rainfall can drip off the
plant so moss cannot grow on it and
prevent photosynthesis

Some lizards and frogs have brown or
green skin to camouflage in the
rainforest so they are not seen by
predators and can sneak up on their
prey.

Tall trees have buttress roots. These
wide and tall roots are above
ground. These give the tree stability
so they can grow tall and reach the
canopy and emergent layer.

Hummingbirds have a long, narrow beak that
allows them to reach the nectar from bright
flowers. They have a light skeleton and
modified wings that beat up to 200 times per
second. This means they can move fast, hover
mid flight and change direction easily.

Lianas are plants that have their
roots in the ground but wrap around
other trees to climb up to the
canopy layer to get sunlight for
photosynthesis.

Sloths have sharp claws to allow them to
climb trees. They move slowly to avoid
detection by predators. They also have
algae that grows in their fur to allow
them to camouflage.
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Sustainable Management of the Rainforest: Madagascar
Deforestation in Madagascar
• Now only 20% of Madagascar's are forests are remaining
Causes of deforestation:
• Population growth due to a fall in infant mortality so forest is cleared to
make room for cities to expand and new towns to be built.
• Slash & burn agriculture – Farmers need more land to grow food crops.
Slash and burn involves chopping down large areas of trees (slash) and
setting fire to the trunks (burn). Once the land becomes infertile, farmers
repeat this on new forest areas.
• Illegal logging – due to many people in Madagascar being in poverty,
many people cut down trees illegally to sell and make an income.

Ecotourism is ‘responsible travel to natural
areas which protect the environment and
earns money for local people

Sustainable Management
Association Mitsinjo- ran by local people
• Set up 15 years ago when a group of local wildlife guides planned a community based nature
tourism association that take tourists around Analamazoatra Reserve- 1/3 of the
associations income each year comes from tourism.
• Members patrol the reserve to look out for illegal logging
• The group also manage a rainforest restoration project . In return for help with crops,
farmers set aside some of their land to plant rainforest trees. More than 1 million new trees
have been planted.
• The group also educate young people about the importance of the rainforest so that they
grow up and look after it.
• BUT- many people in the area live in poverty and are still trying to make money from illegal
logging. Also the organisation gets a lot of its income from charities- without this money it
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would not survive.

Plant and Animal Adaptations of the Deciduous Forest
PLANTS: Oak Tree
ANIMALS
Leaves are broad- this
maximises the amount
of solar energy that the
oak can access.

They spread their
branches horizontally to
allow them to capture as
much light as possible.

They loose their leaves in
Autumn to conserve
energy when there is
lower temperatures and
less sunlight. This is also
to conserve water.

Oak trees produce acorns
which other animals eat but
they don’t produce too
many and they contain acid
that is toxic to some
animals – this stops too
many animals feeding on it
and harming it

Trees in the deciduous forest, have thick bark to protect
them during cold winters.
Blue bells flower at the start of spring so they don’t have
to compete with other plants and trees for sunlight.

Food Storage
Some animals like squirrels gather nuts
and seeds during warmer months and
store them to eat during colder months
when there is no food on the trees and
the ground might be frozen.

FOOD STORAGE

Hibernation
Some animals such as hedgehogs
hibernate during the winter.
Hibernation is a sleep-like state, it
helps animals to protect themselves
against the cold and reduce their need
for food. They use little energy and live
off the fat stored in their body.

Migration
Some species of birds migrate to
warmer countries during the colder
winter. An example of this is the
Swallow which leaves the UK in
September to spend winter in
central Africa

HIBERNATION

MIGRATION
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Sustainable Management of a Deciduous Woodland: Wyre Forest
Why was it under threat?
UK forests have decreased in size. By 1919, only
5% of the UK’s original forest remained.

Location
•
In the West Midlands
•
West of Birmingham
•
Largest area of ancient woodland in
the UK
•
Covers over 2,400 hectares

Management of a deciduous woodland
Wyre Forest, West Midlands, UK
The forest is managed by the Wyre Forest Landscape Partnership (WFLP) which
includes the Forestry Commission, Natural England , English Heritage and the
surrounding councils

Management Strategy 1
Coppice management is used
to provide a source of timber
but also protects the forest
and habitats.
Trees are cut to ground level
so they can regrow quickly.

It was cleared to:
• Build settlements
• Extract timber for house building, early
naval ships,
• Create more land for agriculture
• Provide wood for stoves and fires in houses
• To create space to expand settlements and
build new towns

Management Strategy 2

Footpaths and cycle paths have
been put in place to encourage
visitors to access the forest
without damaging the habitats by
trampling over the forest
A Visitor Centre has been built to
educate people on the importance
of the forest and local people
volunteer to work on conservation
projects.

Management Strategy 3
Areas of conifers (non-native
trees have been replanted
with deciduous oaks and silver
birch.
Trees that fall are left to rot to
provide a natural habitat for
species.
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